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ABSTRACT
With ubiquitous, mobile computing, health care systems, and smart factories, socio-technical
phenomena continue to emerge that challenge traditional design and evaluation methods. We
perceive such phenomena as the intertwinement of technical artifacts and social practices.
Previous work shows that there is no sufficient method to evaluate the quality of this socio-
technical intertwinement. Hence, our goal was to develop socio-technical heuristics, in short ST-
heuristics, that can be applied by individuals to detect issues. Drawing inspiration from the
success of usability heuristics in the field of human–computer interaction, we first applied a
literature review to develop an initial set of ST-heuristics derived from six domains comprising
groupware/computer-support cooperative work, job design, usability, socio-technical design
principles, privacy, and process design. We then conducted two studies to evaluate and
improve this set using empirical data from 13 cases from health care, industry, and engineering
education fields. In total, we analysed 306 problems. The results substantiate a final set of eight
ST-heuristics which allow for evaluating the socio-technical intertwinement in situ. We perceive
the contribution of this work as a starting point for evaluators to uncover crucial issues and to
improve current practice. We discuss the developed set of ST-heuristics within existing literature.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing emergence and adoption of appli-
cations, such as electronic health care, e-commerce, social
networks, ubiquitous computing, and smart factories, the
socio-technical perspective has gained more and more
relevance. We characterise these emerging phenomena
with an increasing complexity and contingency of inter-
twined social practices and technical artifacts. They can-
not be fully analysed or modelled; once you start
describing them, and before you come to an end, the
intertwinement has already evolved and changed. This
complexity arises from the different nature of multiple
elements that interact with each other (Shin 2014). The
dynamics of socio-technical intertwinement undergo a
continuous evolution in a complex setting that is charac-
terised by dynamic changes, uncertainty, and ambiguity
(Herrmann et al. 2017) (see Section 2 for related work).

Independently of how scholars may conceptualise the
complexity and contingency of these phenomena, e.g. as
socio-technical intertwinement or organisational systems,
the challenge is to run a type of formative evaluation
that can inform ongoing cycles of design. Once you design
a system, how do you know the quality is sufficient? You

need evaluation methods to judge that. In general, evalu-
ation is the act of making a judgment about a system or
product while it is being developed or after it is deployed
and in-use and has the goal of detecting potential issues
(Reeves and Hedberg 2003). Evaluation methods make it
possible to identify severe problems that can then be
addressed by continuous and iterative cycles of agile
improvement. This, however, leaves designers and man-
agers with the challenge of not only designing but also
evaluating the appropriateness or quality of the socio-tech-
nical intertwinement after such systems have been put into
practice. For example, designers andmanagers might want
to know whether a system works in a given context or how
it can be improved in terms of its effectiveness, efficiency,
or appeal.

Methods of how to evaluate a socio-technical inter-
twinement’s quality are still under-researched. Existing
evaluation approaches focus on how interactive systems
match human tasks while other approaches address the
design and distribution of tasks (Kleiner 2006; Hertzum
2010; Imanghaliyeva et al. 2020). Other literature
focuses on specific domains or sectors, and goes into
the depth of specifics, but does not provide a general
set for socio-technical evaluations or framework that
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can be used for all kinds of socio-technical intertwine-
ments (e.g. Ferreira et al. 2019; Nolte et al. 2018; Moal-
lemi et al. 2017; Lowe, Chiu, and Oreszczyn 2018). In
addition, different cases published by Demir et al.
(2019) or Ackermann et al. (2017) revealed a set of pro-
blems that would not have been discovered using the
aforementioned evaluation methods. Some of these pro-
blems include, for example, contingency issues with the
communicative assistance of help desks, flexibility
regarding the assigning and scheduling of tasks, involve-
ment of informal roles and the negotiation of their
rights and duties, and support of continuous learning.

We draw our inspiration on how to evaluate socio-
technical intertwinements from the method of heuristics
(Herrmann et al. 2016). Heuristic-based usability inspec-
tion has been proven successful and efficient (Wilson
2013). Heuristics are rules of thumb to detect issues in
technology usage and are applied along workflows of
task handling, help to uncover serious shortcomings,
and uncover usability and user experience problems. Typi-
cal examples of heuristics are published in Nielsen and
Molich (1990) or Shneiderman’s golden rules (Shneider-
man and Plaisant 2005). Here we aimed to develop a set
of heuristics for evaluating the socio-technical intertwine-
ment – not just the evaluation of its technology usage but
also considering the social or organisational practices. We
call them socio-technical heuristics or ST-heuristics. The
following research questions (RQ) guided our work:

(1) What does a manageable set of heuristics that help
to evaluate the intertwinement between social prac-
tices and technical artifacts look like (RQ1)?

(2) How sufficiently specific are these heuristics with
respect to their scope, conciseness, and understand-
ability (RQ2)?

(3) How does the new set of heuristics for evaluating
the socio-technical intertwinement – in short ST-
heuristics– go beyond existing heuristics (RQ3)?

To answer them, we followed a formative research
approach as proposed by Quiñones, Rusu, and Rusu
(2018) in the context of usability or user experience
heuristics. First, we conducted a literature review to
analyse existing design principles from six domains.
We then conducted two empirical studies to refine the
design of the ST-heuristics and explored their practic-
ability based on multiple real-world cases. The final
set of eight ST-heuristics will be discussed.

2. Background and related work

In this section, we first introduce the various approaches
of socio-technical intertwinement and related work (2.1).

We then describe evaluation concepts and heuristics
approaches as a promising option for evaluating
socio-technical intertwinement (2.2).

2.1. Related work and theoretical concepts

In early works, the concept of socio-technical intertwi-
nement was described with socio-technical systems
(STS) and initially based on the observation that the
development of organisations cannot be understood
without referencing the technology used (Trist and
Murray 1993 referring to Eric Trist 1950). Later, litera-
ture emphasised that organisations should not simply be
regarded as technical systems into which replaceable
individuals are fitted (Emery, Thorsrud, and Thorsrud
2013 original from 1969) but should ‘give equal weight
to social and technical issues’ (Mumford 2000, 125).

Since then, the discourse of socio-technical systems
has gained new momentum during the last decade.
For example Ghaffarian (2011) states that the STS-per-
spective has lost its relevance as design guidance but is
still a highly relevant analytical approach. Baxter and
Sommerville (2011) argue to strengthen the STS view
in software engineering by integrating different disci-
plines such as computer-supported cooperative work
(CSCW), human-computer interaction (HCI), or
business process reengineering. They advocate for over-
coming the separation of software and usability design
on the one hand and the management of change on
the other hand; and emphasise the relevance of consid-
ering the intertwinement of both aspects.

Recently, Shin and colleagues have conducted a series
of studies that employ a socio-technical framework that
emphasises the relevance of the combination of social
and technical components. They argue that the com-
plexity of a socio-technical system is related to the dis-
tinct nature of the elements that interact with each
other (Shin and Ibahrine 2020; Shin 2020; Shin and
Jung 2012; Shin, Choo, and Beom 2011).

The socio-technical view has practical as well as
theoretical implications. On the practical side, it is
applied to improve the design of technical systems in
a wide span of areas such as ubiquitous computing
(Shin 2019), health care (Ackermann et al. 2017), main-
tenance repair (Vinck 2019), and others. The early
approaches to support and evaluate socio-technical
design (Andriessen 2003) have been continued. For
instance, MEESTAR has been developed to evaluate
socio-technical arrangement in the context of nursing
(Wutzkowsky and Böckmann 2018), and Imanghaliyeva
et al. (2020) propose a synthesis of the socio-technical
principles that has been developed over the years. Shin
and colleagues argue that fairness, transparency, and
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accountability are the most relevant issues to be satisfied
in the context of socio-technical systems (Shin and
Ibahrine 2020; Shin, Choo, and Beom 2011).

On the theoretical side, the socio-technical view is
also present in approaches such as the concept of
socio-technical resilience (Amir and Kant 2018) or the
discourse on sociomateriality (Leonardi 2012). Related
to the latter, Leonardi differentiates between the social
subsystem (including roles, hierarchies, communication
networks, and others) and the technical subsystem that
he characterises as imbrication of human (social) agency
and material agency. We suggest that intertwinement
should refer to the interplay between the social and
technical sub-system as well as to the imbrication of
social and material agency. Scholars referring to Orli-
kowski (2007) use the term entanglement for the inter-
twinement of the social and the material. We however
perceive the concept of entanglement to not necessarily
constitute a symmetry between the social and the
material though, as proposed in the Actor-Network-
Theory (Booth et al. 2016; Law 2009). Communities
such as CSCW and HCI perceive social practices and
technical artifacts as inevitably intertwined. Once the
technology is launched and integrated in a certain con-
text (e.g. organisation, communities, social practice),
the social practices and the technical artifacts merge
into a form of a system in which the two parts cannot
be separated anymore; the one affects the other and
vice versa. This intertwinement varies from one system
to another– not all systems have the same intertwine-
ment of social practices and technical artifacts. We
suggest that these differences in the intertwinement of
social practices and technical artifacts should be a sub-
ject of inspection and potential improvement. From
our theoretical point of view, the intertwinement com-
bines well-structured with less structured or formal
with informal phenomena. The variety of these combi-
nations leads to increased contingency of socio-techni-
cal systems in the sense of Luhmann (1996), which is
characterized by variability, particularity, mutability
and uncertainty, and serves as a basis for continuous
evolution (Fischer and Herrmann 2015).

Figure 1 illustrates how we perceive the socio-techni-
cal intertwinement. Human–computer interaction plays
a central role in this intertwinement of social and organ-
isational practices with technical artifacts. From this per-
spective, socio-technical intertwinement can be described
as intertwined organisational practices of task-handling
in an ecology of tasks (Carroll and Campbell 1989;
Kirsch, Troxler, and Ulich 1995) and the usage of techni-
cal artifacts or infrastructure. Such organisational prac-
tices are part of social practices that inevitably require
human communication (Luhmann and Knodt 1996)

between various roles (Kling 2007) and include both for-
mal and informal tasks (Herrmann et al. 2017).

This view shifts the focus away from the user and the
technical artifacts to a more sociological and systemic
understanding of social practices. The close intertwine-
ment between the components shown in Figure 1 and
the continuous evolution of this intertwinement can
be a subject of evaluation.

In Appendix 1, we describe the example of predictive
maintenance (PM), its socio-technical intertwinement,
and how heuristics can be useful to detect potential issues.

2.2. Evaluating socio-technical intertwinements
and usefulness of heuristics

Related work points to challenges in evaluation
approaches. Bruce et al. differentiate between situated
evaluation and standard (summative and formative)
approaches. ‘Situated evaluation is an approach to
articulating the emergence of innovations through prac-
tice, assuming that innovations are mutually constituted
by social practice and some external input’ (Bruce,
Rubin, and An 2010, 687). They focus on social practices
that emerge with a technical innovation and the differ-
ent uses that can evolve with them. Bruce et al. are
aligned with Eason (1989) as they point out that the
design of a good or valuable socio-technical system is
never finished; that draws attention to formative evalu-
ation methods. As Reeves and Hedberg (2003) write,
formative evaluation methods are designed to collect
data while a product is being developed with the inten-
tion of improving it. The results of a formative evalu-
ation provide feedback on how the different
components of a program or system are working and
lead to decisions regarding what needs to be enhanced,
what needs to be deleted or added, and what needs to be
revised.

Several authors propose means or methods for socio-
technical evaluation. For example, Shin (2019), Krenn
(2015) and Nelles et al. (2017) propose a method to
evaluate Internet of the things or human-robot collabor-
ation (Behrenbruch et al. 2014). Andriessen (2003)
develops a set of seven evaluation heuristics (e.g. techni-
cal efficacy, context match, and adaption) which are
derived from theoretical considerations such as activity
theory, communication theories, structuration theory,
and technology acceptance model and refer to the four
domains of HCI, communication, group work, and
organisational change.

These approaches, however, do not consistently con-
sider that the social practices, in which the use of tech-
nical artifacts is embedded, should also be subject to
evaluation and redesign. The evaluation of technical
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artifacts mainly revolves around their usage for work
tasks. Other methods range from cognitive walk-
throughs, think-aloud, and focus groups, collecting
data about user satisfaction and task-based performance
methods measuring the user’s task completion rate and
time with the goal to evaluate and improve ease of use,
error frequency and severity, and efficiency of technical
artifacts (Schmidt et al. 2020). In summary, these
methods cover some aspects of the socio-technical inter-
twinement, but neglect to evaluate its organisational
context, social practices, or social dynamics (Bødker
2015).

Few methods address or evaluate the fit of technical
artifacts into an organisation, mainly in the context of
labour. Examples are participatory design approaches
such as MUST (Kensing, Simonsen, and Bodker 1998)
and ETHICS (Mumford 1983). They focus on the
phase of designing socio-technical systems rather than
evaluating. A method that combines socio-technical
design and evaluation is the Socio-Technical Walk-
Through (STWT) (Herrmann et al. 2004) that consists
of a series of facilitated workshops. The facilitator
employs a set of guiding questions to inspire a group
of stakeholders to discuss the features of an STS that
is represented by process diagrams. What is missing
are hints or heuristics that help develop these guiding
questions.

Overall, the related literature indicates a gap of eval-
uating socio-technical intertwinements beyond the
exclusive evaluation of technical artifacts and their
usage and neglects the evaluation of the social practice
and its context. Hence, we focus on an integrated
approach that guides the evaluation of the socio-techni-
cal intertwinement instead of principles that aim at sup-
porting design (Imanghaliyeva et al. 2020).

2.2.1. Heuristic-based inspection and evaluation
We apply the term, heuristic, as it has been influenced by
cognitive psychology. ‘Heuristics are rules of thumb for

reasoning, a simplification, or educated guess that
reduces or limits the search for solutions in domains
that are difficult and poorly understood’ (Interaction
Design Foundation 2021, 1).

Heuristics have been proved useful to evaluate sys-
tems, mainly to quickly detect the most severe usability
issues in human–computer interaction (Wilson 2013).
They help to efficiently identify the most serious pro-
blems and help to draft design recommendations.
Experts or users inspect the features of an interactive
system step-by-step by applying a list of items (heuris-
tics). Typical heuristics that have been used are those
of Nielsen (1994b) or the International Standard Organ-
ization (ISO 9241–110, 2006). They were developed to
allow evaluators to assess an interactive system quickly
without running extensive user tests. From the perspec-
tive of advanced HCI research and socio-technical
design, it is reasonable to extend the evaluation of the
usability of technical artifacts by including the social
practice and broader organisational context, for
example the quality work as outlined by Muller and
McClard (1995) and Cockton et al. (2008). Muller
et al. point out that the focus on usability has its short-
comings and that an extension, which, for example,
takes the support of quality work and the users’ skills
into account, can be useful. Consequently, we here pro-
pose an approach that widens the existing heuristics’
focus from a pure technology view and its usability to
a broader socio-technical view by also evaluating the
context of organisational conditions and social
practices.

2.2.2. Existing sets of heuristics in STS-related
domains
In order to prepare our literature search and the inte-
grated set of new heuristics (see Section 4.1), we ident-
ified various relevant domains or disciplines that already
have published sets of categories, criteria, principles, or
guidelines. We then used these existing sets and

Figure 1. Socio-technical intertwinement of social practice and technical artifacts through human-computer interaction.
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synthesised them into a new set of socio-technical heur-
istics. (See Section 3 for details.) The six domains that
span different disciplines were

. human–computer interaction (HCI) and usability,

. computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW)/
groupware,

. process (re)design,

. socio-technical design,

. principles of job design, and

. privacy.

The relevance of these six domains is mirrored in
Baxter and Summerville’s (2011) work on socio-techni-
cal systems engineering. In addition, the domains were
cross-checked with other literature that lists design
aspects of how individuals collaborate using technology
in an organisational or societal context. We aimed to
focus on the most influential research work in the
domains. In the literature review, we first searched for
already existent principles (Section 2.4.1–2.4.6) that we
then used later in our empirical study.

It is important to note that prior work does not
always utilise the term heuristics. Instead, one will find
terms such as principles, categories, design guidelines,
or golden rules. They all refer to the same idea of heur-
istics in that they provide strategies to make decisions
on how to improve the system where rational choices
are possible (Interaction Design Foundation 2021). In
this study, we use them as synonyms for heuristics.
The heuristics, that we refer to in the following sub-sec-
tions, might serve a variety of purposes while we mainly
consider them with respect to their potential contri-
bution to socio-technical evaluation.

2.2.2.1. Heuristics found in literature of human–com-
puter interaction (HCI). In HCI literature, heuristics
mainly cover design or evaluation principles and go
back to the origins of heuristics-based evaluation that
can be seen in the work of Nielsen and Molich (1990),
who developed a set of 10 heuristics for usability assess-
ment (Nielsen 1994b). Comparable to these heuristics
are the principles of dialogue design, which were later
extended and converted into an ISO standard (ISO
9241–110:2006). In addition, there are other prominent
collections of principles or guidelines in the field of
usability research that can be used to evaluate interac-
tive systems, such as Shneiderman’s Golden Rules
(Shneiderman and Plaisant 2005), and the principles
of Dix et al. (2003) and Tognazzini (2014). Since HCI
represents the link between human activities, social
interaction, and technical artifacts (Figure 1), it is rel-
evant for socio-technical heuristics.

2.2.2.2. Heuristics found in the field of computer-sup-
ported cooperative work (CSCW). The field of CSCW
published heuristics mainly utilising the related term
‘principles’ that cover the social dimension and social
practices. Criteria for the evaluation of groupware sol-
utions are already available (Baker, Greenberg, and Gut-
win 2001: Greenberg et al. 2000; Herrmann, Wulf, and
Hartmann 1996). The criteria are concerned with the
technical support of collaborative and cooperative
work processes. CSCW, for example, introduces the
concept of awareness (Dourish and Bellotti 1992) that
extends the HCI principle of visibility1 (Nielsen 1994a)
to the question of what others have done and are
doing and with whom one collaborates.

2.2.2.3. Heuristics found in the field of process (re)de-
sign. The field of process design shows heuristics as pub-
lished principles for developing workflow systems. It is
noticeable that the strictest form of coordination of col-
laborative processes happens through workflow man-
agement systems. It is, therefore, relevant to search for
criteria or principles about the interaction of technology
and organisation in the workflow management research
context, whereby the perspective of process redesign is
most relevant. Reijers and Mansar (2005) outline prin-
ciples that deal with trade-offs between quality, cost,
time, and flexibility of business processes. These prin-
ciples are relevant for developing STS heuristics. For
example, they focus on the customer perspective (e.g.
to reduce the number of contacts with customers and
third parties) and on factors external to an organisation
(e.g. outsourcing a business process in whole or parts).

2.2.2.4. Heuristics found in the field of socio-technical
design. There are several socio-technical design prin-
ciples, that we consider as potential heuristics, such as
the ones by Cherns (1987), Clegg (2000), and Eason
(1989), that inform designers while developing an
STS. These principles mainly refer to the process of
design and development of an STS and less to the evalu-
ation of STS. For example, Clegg asserts formulations,
such as ‘design should reflect the needs of (…) users’
and ‘core processes should be integrated.’ These prin-
ciples are potential candidates that we considered in
our study for developing ST-heuristics.

2.2.2.5. Heuristics found in the field of job design and
work. Enid Mumford (1983) combines information tech-
nology (IT) development and application with socio-
technical principles that we consider as potential heuris-
tics. She introduces five types of fits between the needs of
working people or groups and the technical and organis-
ational measures: knowledge fit, psychological fit,
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efficiency fit, task structure fit, and ethical fit. Mumford’s
approach clearly shows links to job redesign criteria by
referring to the relevance of job satisfaction. The socio-
technical perspective looks at the conditions of human
work for individuals and groups that are shaped by the
interplay between technology, organisation, and human
characteristics in task processing. In this vein, we looked
for further literature in the domain of job redesign, in
which the work of Hackman and Oldham (Hackman
and Oldham 1975) is particularly influential. A direct
reference to IT-based information processing and job
design is made by Dunckel’s criteria (Dunckel 1989).
Grote et al. (2000) present an elaborated method called
KOMPASS for evaluating the interplay between humans
and technology.

2.2.2.6. Heuristics found in the field of privacy. Relevant
heuristics or principles can also be found in literature on
privacy. The aspects of data protection and privacy are
of great importance for work design in Europe (and
Germany in particular) and in the context of social net-
work systems. However, they are hardly mentioned in
the literature on socio-technical principles mentioned
above. Only in the early CSCW discussion can corre-
sponding analyses be found (Clement 1994). It is appro-
priate to include data protection criteria for potential
inclusion in ST-heuristics (Rost and Bock 2011). For
example, criteria such as confidentiality influences how
visibility and mutual awareness should be implemented.

3. Methodology

The aim of this study was to develop, improve, and con-
solidate the design of ST-heuristics. Using the approach
proposed by Quiñones, Rusu, and Rusu (2018) as a
foundation, we conducted the study in six phases.
Figure 2 provides an overview. We outline the data
sources that we used as a basis for our study in this sec-
tion before elaborating on our approach for each of the
six phases in Sections 3.1–3.6.

For this study, we recruited seven experts (E1 to E7)
with different backgrounds, including computer
science, information systems, sociology, ergonomics,
and process management. All of them had prior experi-
ence related to the implementation of projects in the
field of socio-technical systems.

We used two main data sources. The first data source
consisted of seminal works about principles, criteria, or
rules in six relevant domains as outlined previously in Sec-
tion 2.3. As a second data source, we created a problem
database related to socio-technical systems (Herrmann
and Nierhoff 2019). This database contained 306 pro-
blems from 13 select cases, which we split into two groups

to use during different parts or stages of our study. Table 1
lists the cases. Part 1 consisted of cases #1 to #9, which
included a total of 223 problems, while Part 2 consisted
of cases #10 to #13, which included 83 problems. The
case selection was based on the following criteria:

. Cases should cover different domains (e.g. health
care, industry, and education).

. Each case describes the use of a novel technology in
the respective domain (e.g. high degrees of autonomy
or algorithmically inferred decisions).

. Cases present a range of different socio-technical
arrangements.

To identify the different problems within each case,
we analysed different materials that included process
models, project descriptions, transcripts of interviews
with project members, documented conversations, and
artifacts with written comments from different stake-
holders. Each identified problem led to one entry in
the database. These entries were derived from state-
ments about problems and needs or from system fea-
tures that were introduced to solve a problem. Table 1
provides an overview of the cases we considered and
the numbers of problems that were derived from each
case. In addition to the derived problems, the database
also contains short descriptions for each case to provide
additional context for the problem description, as
demonstrated by the example of Case #4 in Table 2.

3.1. Phase 1: exploration

For this phase, we first selected 17 seminal publications
discussed in the six domains we identified in Section 2.
The selection was based on the following criteria:

. The article provides a list of aspects that are charac-
terised as design guidelines, principles, or heuristics
and that have relevance for their respective domain
as well as for socio-technical design. We refer to
those aspects as literature items.

. Those aspects are well introduced and usually have
clear scientific impact.

. The identified article does not cover a special,
restricted area but refers to a domain as a whole,
such as HCI, CSCW, etc.

Table 3 contains an overview of the publications that
were selected from each domain.

3.2. Phase 2: descriptive

Each of the identified 17 publications contains a number
of heuristics or design principles that their authors have
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identified and listed as relevant for the respective
domain and that we considered important for the evalu-
ation of socio-technical systems. We retrieved these
heuristics and principles, which resulted in a total num-
ber of 173 items that served as a basis for our initial set
of heuristics. The last column of Table 3 indicates the
number of items that were extracted from each of the
17 publications we selected in Phase 1.

3.3. Phase 3: selection and grouping

To arrive at a manageable set of heuristics, we con-
ducted a repetitive procedure of open and axial coding
of the 173 identified literature items by using thematic

analysis and the constant comparative method (Cres-
well 2013).

In general, we compared each segment of data (litera-
ture item) with the other segments to detect similarities
and differences. Similar items were grouped together
into one category. Open coding and axial coding were
used across our data. The categories were tentatively
given a name (Merriam and Tisdell 2015). The emer-
ging bottom-up semantic codes (categories) became
the label of a theme (a preliminary heuristic), ultimately
leading to a set of different categories.

In detail, we started with open coding, meaning we
coded the first item, then the second item, the third,
and so forth until all 173 items were coded. As appropri-
ate, literature items were coded using the emerging

Table 1. Overview of the 13 cases with numbers of problems (for generating the problem database).

Case number and name Description
# of

problems

1: Dent (Mårell-Olsson and Jahnke 2019) Smart glasses for coordination of dentistry students and supervisors during practical training
(workplace learning)

13

2: CreativB (Nierhoff and Herrmann 2017) Continuous assessment of working climate regarding creativity (organisation studies) 11
3: LeXM (Jahnke et al. 2020) Supporting orientation for new students via augmented reality technology (college

orientation)
19

4: ElevatEd (Demir et al. 2019) Data-based strategic improvement planning at a school (schools) 64
5: PeTEX (Jahnke et al. 2010) Remotely controlled experimentation learning system for engineering students (engineering

education)
12

6: Service4-Home (Herrmann, Prilla, and
Nolte 2016)

Coordination of health care services for older adults (health care) 59

7: Web-update Continuous updates of small organisational units’ websites (small business, cooperative work) 5
8: eHealth (Ackermann et al. 2017) Digital systems in health care (health care technologies) 29
9: Talk-Reflect (Prilla and Herrmann 2017) Supporting the reflection of conversations with relatives of stroke patients (health Care) 11
10: Future-work-lab Demonstrator-based use cases of future work lab (smart factories) 10
11: Predictive- maintenance (Herrmann
2020)

Predictive maintenance in the automotive industry (smart factories) 45

12: Manufacturing Smart support system for assembly lines (smart factories) 10
13: Production of dental implant technology Dynamic serial production of pieces for dental implants (smart factories) 18

Notes. We used the cases in two different study iterations. Cases 1 to 9 in Part 1 and cases 10 to 13 in Part 2.

1. Exploratory 2. Descriptive
3. Selection / 

Grouping
5. Specification 6. Validation

Input
Literature from 6 domains

Output
17 publications with 
heuristics or design 

principles

Input
173 Items

Output
173 items

Input
17 publications with 
heuristics or design 

principles

Output
13 heuristics (Table 3)

Output
8 heuristics

Input
13 heuristics and part 1 of 

problem database 
(n=223 problems)

Input
8 heuristics and part 2 of 
problem database (n=83 

problems)

Output
8 confirmed heuristics 

(Table 8)

Procedure
Extract all heuristics and 
design principles from the 
17 identified papers 
(Table 1)

Procedure
Purposeful sampling

Procedure
1) Initial coding (E1,E2)
2) Individual coding (E1 to 

E5)
3) Collaborative 

consensus building (E1 
to E5)

Procedure
1) Individual assignment of 

problems to heuristics 
(E1 to E6) and reliability 
test (ICC)

2) Analyze unassigned 
problems, 
appropriateness of 
assignment and 
necessity for new 
heuristics

3) Assignment distribution

Procedure
1) Individual assignment 

of problems to 
heuristics (E1, E2 and 
E4 to E7) 

2) Analyze completeness 
and distinctiveness of 
heuristics

4. Correlation

Output
13 evaluated heuristics

Input
13 evaluated heuristics

Procedure
1) Similarity assessment 

of heuristics
2) Correlation analysis
3) Ranking of heuristics

Figure 2. Study procedure (adapted from Quiñones, Rusu, and Rusu 2018).
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categories from the previous set of items or added as a
new category. This constant comparative method was
used to compare the preliminary results of the cat-
egories. The data analysis was both iterative and recur-
sive. The initial categories (set of coded items) helped to
develop in-depth descriptions for each category as they
were constantly refined to best represent the data. After-
wards, we sorted the categories from the open coding
via the use of axial coding. Here, all coding for a cat-
egory was closely examined to identify linkages and
connections between them.

The previously described process was done iteratively
by exploring the semantic overlap between different
items. This process took place in two steps. In the first
step, two experts (E1, E2) coded a set of categories
which then served as a basis for a second step of coding.
The second step of coding was to be conducted by five
experts (E1 to E5).

To ensure the reliability of the results of this phase,
emerging findings from individual analyses were dis-
cussed and compared. We checked data by peer conver-
sations and applied a communicative discourse to check
the quality of the coding (Creswell 2013). More specifi-
cally, when the experts had the same items coded into
different categories, peer discussion about those items
was initiated. To facilitate mutual agreement during the
discussion, the decision was made that one item could
be assigned to two or three different categories as long
as the distinction between the categories was not blurred.
For example, the item aesthetic and minimalist designwas
initially assigned to four different categories by the five
experts: A, C, G, J. Eventually, after the discussion, this
item was assigned to only two categories: Support of
Information Exchange (F) and Visibility, Awareness,
Feedback (J). In addition to the coding, we also developed
a description for each category that translated to one

Table 2. Case #4, ElevatEd (excerpt).
. Educational systems in the United States undergo reforms that involve the integration of data-intensive improvement processes known as Strategic

Improvement Plans (SIPs). SIPs have the goal to improve teaching and especially learning outcomes. For example, they might examine what School 1 can do
to improve the grades of a math class from average B to A grade […]. Schools turn to digital systems to set goals, create interventions for improving
teaching and learning, use and analyse student data, and monitor and report SIPs. Challenges when launching digital systems include the integration of a
highly diverse set of data sources and identifying the participants (end users) who will actually work with the new processes. This study explored how
teachers and principals carry out SIPs in their schools including the technical tools they used. Examples of problems that were added into the problem
database include:

. Unclear how to archive school improvement plans and for how long (ElevatEd P3-10)

. The wording of the IT system as developed by the software team is unclear to its actual users (e.g. the term room is actually a folder) (ElevatEd P1-2-22a)

Table 3. Number of literature items found in the publications as heuristics, principles, or guidelines across six domains.
Six domains Literature # literature items

Human-computer Nielsen 1994a incl. discoverability Tognazzini 2014 11

interaction (Shneiderman and Plaisant 2005) 9

Dix et al. 2003 14
ISO 9241–110:2006 7

Computer- Greenberg et al. 2000 5

supported Baker, Greenberg, and Gutwin 2001 7

cooperative work Herrmann, Wulf, and Hartmann 1996 8

Process redesign Reijers and Limanmansar 2005 27

Socio-technical Clegg 2000 15

design Cherns 1987 11

Eason 1989 10
Principles Mumford 1983 5

of job design Hackman and Oldham 1975 7

Dunckel 1989 10
Grote et al. 2000 16 (merged from 18)

Privacy Rost and Bock 2011 6

Clement 1994 5
Total 173
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heuristic. A total of 13 preliminary heuristics were coded
(results in Section 4.1).

3.4. Phase 4: correlation

Following the lead of Quinones et al., in Phase 4, we
investigated the match between our 13 preliminary
heuristics and the problem database. As a starting
point, we asked six experts2 (E1 to E6) to individually
assign each of the 223 problems contained in Part 1 of
the problem database (cases 1 to 9 in Table 1) to the
initial set of 13 heuristics. In addition, the experts
were asked to answer the following questions for each
problem:

1. Do you understand the problem? (Rate from 1 to 7.)
2. Which heuristic fits the problem best? (If no heuris-

tic seems to match, the rater can select the option
‘additional heuristic needed’.)

3. How confident are you in your choice? (Rate from 1
to 7.)

4. Are there other heuristics that also fit the problem?
(0 to n secondary heuristics can be assigned.)

The experts also had the option to add a comment to
each problem assignment. They were explicitly asked to

add a comment if they thought there was a need for a
new or modified heuristic. The reason behind allowing
secondary heuristics to be assigned was to offer the
experts an opportunity to express that they were not
confident with just assigning one heuristic. That oppor-
tunity also allowed us to subsequently detect co-assign-
ments and semantic overlaps of heuristics.

We analysed the results from this study iteration by
using three questions.

. Is there sufficient reliability among expert judgements?

. To what extent is it possible to assign every socio-
technical problem to at least one heuristic?

. How evenly or unevenly are the problems assigned
among the heuristics?

In the first step, we analysed the individual assign-
ments by calculating the Intraclass Correlation Coeffi-
cient (ICC), both overall and for each heuristic, to
determine the reliability of the assignments within the
expert group. The ICC was calculated for the primary
assignments only and also by replacing primary assign-
ments with those secondary assignments that complied
with the majority of experts’ opinions. ICCmeasures the
reliability defined as the extent to which measurements
can be replicated, in other words, both the degree of

Figure 3. Screen shot from Step 3 rating assignment for one of the six experts. Note. Regarding the problem that is shown at the top
of the screen, the rater matched Heuristic 1 as ‘strongly fits (7/7)’ while Heuristic 2 does not fit at all (1/7). He or she was unsure about
Heuristic 3 (4/7) and had not yet rated the problem for Heuristic 4.
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correlation of the measurements and agreement
between measurements (Koo and Li 2016).

In the second step, we counted problems where the
experts (a) did not assign a heuristic, (b) felt unsure
whether their assignment was appropriate, or (c)
thought a new heuristic should be offered.

In the third step, we considered whether the numbers
of assignments were evenly distributed between the heur-
istics. To do so, we selected the 50% of the problems
where the assignments were made with the highest confi-
dence and consistency and calculated how often each
heuristic was assigned to them. The confidence was
derived from the third questionnaire item mentioned
above. To evaluate the consistency, we ranked the pro-
blems with an ordering method where a problem, case
x, is ranked higher than case y if we found more pairs
of two experts that assigned the same heuristic to x than y.

Each assignment of a heuristic to a problem was
counted as one point. If an expert co-assigned several
heuristics to the same problem, each of these assign-
ments counted one point divided by the number of
assigned heuristics. The sum of these points per heuris-
tic was used as an indicator for how often the heuristic
was used in assignments (Figure 4).

This procedure resulted in a set of 13 heuristics
which served as the basis for the following phase.

3.5. Phase 5: specification

Based on the previous phases, we reduced the 13 heur-
istics to a smaller set since some of them were only
assigned to a few cases. We selected those heuristics
that were assigned fewest and viewed them as potential
candidates for merging. To identify heuristics for
which a merge was reasonable, we conducted a

correlation analysis based on the same fifty percent
of problems described in Section 3.4 (third step)
which were ranked highest with respect to confidence
and consistency. The correlation analysis focused on
the experts and how they assigned different heuristics
to the same problem.

Based on the analysis, we selected the heuristics with
the highest significant correlations as a starting point.
Subsequently, we identified the most promising candi-
dates for merging of heuristics within the set of the
nine lower ranked heuristics. The final decision whether
and how the heuristics were completely or partially
merged was based on the analysis of their semantic
overlap and conceptual similarities between the heuris-
tics. The result of this phase is the specification of a set
of eight socio-technical heuristics.

3.6. Phase 6: validation

In this phase, we applied a two-step approach. For the
first step, we again asked six experts3 (E1, E2 and E4 to
E7) to individually assign the remaining 83 problems
contained in Part 2 of the problem database (light grey
rows in Table 1) to the reduced set of eight heuristics.
For this, we asked the experts to rate how well each of
the eight heuristics matched a certain problem (rating
from 1 to 7, 7=best match). Experts were thus asked to
consider every heuristic and determine whether they
agreed or not that it matched with the problem. Figure
3 shows an overview of the interface we used for the
assignments. This approach stands in contrast to Phase
4, where experts only selected heuristics that fit a problem
without stating whether the remaining heuristics
sufficiently matched the problem as well or not. For the
second step, we focused on the completeness and

Figure 4. Ranking of how often heuristics were assigned to problems (mean = 7.62 and SD = 5.98 based on percentages).
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distinctiveness of the heuristics, and thus we selected
methods to answer the following questions.

. Is there sufficient agreement between the expert jud-
gements? Therefore, we calculated the Intraclass Cor-
relation Coefficient (ICC) to assess the reliability of
the expert assignments.

. Is the refined set of eight newly phrased heuristics
sufficient to characterise the problems? Therefore,
we counted the problems to which an expert did
not agree on a level of 5 or higher that any of the
heuristics fits the problem (Figure 3).

. Is a further merging of the heuristics reasonable or
necessary? Therefore, we conducted a correlation
analysis.

. How relevant are the eight heuristics in comparison to
each other? Therefore, we counted the number of
times a heuristic was assigned to a problem by every
expert with an agreement level of at least 5 or higher
(from 1 to 7, 1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree).

To keep this analysis compatible with our evaluation in
Phase 4, we again ranked the problems with respect to the
consistency between the experts’ assignments and selected
the 41 cases above the median of the ranking position.

4. Results

This section presents the findings from our study. It
is organised along the methodological six phases of

Figure 2 introduced earlier. The outcome of the
Phase 1 and Phase 2 has been already presented in
Table 3. Thus, we continue in Section 4.1 with the
outcome of Phase 3.

4.1. Results of phase 3: selection and grouping

From the grouping and selection in Phase 3, all 173 lit-
erature items were coded into categories, named as pre-
liminary heuristics. Every heuristic is labelled with a
name and is described by a set of three to five aspects.
Each of these aspects consists of similar coded items.
As an example, Table 4 shows the 13 literature items
of Heuristic A: Balance of effort and experienced benefits,
values, and goals.

The description of Heuristic A consists of the follow-
ing aspects.

. Interests, needs, values, goals, mindsets of, or pro-
blems owned by participants must be recognised
and presented in the self-descriptions of the socio-
technical process.

. The tasks to be carried out must be significant and
meaningful with respect to the context (organis-
ations, communities, etc.) of the socio-technical
process.

. Efficiency where increased effort must lead to
increased benefit with respect to the interests, etc.
Tasks, and support to carry them out, must be func-
tional with respect to these benefits.

Table 4. 13 items grouped in Heuristic A: Balance of effort and experienced benefits, values, goals.
Literature Domain Items of ‘Balance of effort and experienced benefits, values, goals’

Clegg 2000, 465 Socio-technical design
(STD)

‘Design should reflect the needs of the business, its users, and their managers.’

Clegg 2000, 465 STD Values and mindsets are central to design.
Dunckel 1989, 73 Job design (JD) Körperliche Aktivität erfordern und ermöglichen. [Require and enable physical activity. (Translated

by the authors.)]
Eason 1989, 47 STD ‘ … to serve the functional needs of the organisation by serving the functional needs of individual

users… ’
Eason 1989, 44 STD ‘The successful exploitation of information technology depends upon the ability and willingness of

the employees of an organisation to use the appropriate technology to engage in worthwhile
tasks.’

Eason 1989, 45 STD ‘The design target must be to create a socio-technical system capable of serving organisational
goals, not to create a technical system capable of delivering technical services.’

Eason 1989, 47 STD ‘ … the socio-technical developments are directed at major organisational purposes where there
are opportunities to be taken or problems to be solved’

Hackman and Oldham
1975, 161

JD ‘Task significance. The degree to which the job has a substantial impact on the lives or work of other
people—whether in the immediate organisation or in the external environment.’

Mumford 1983, 44 JD ‘The PSYCHOLOGICAL ‘fit’. Seeks to further personal interests, e.g. to have a sense of achievement,
recognition, responsibility, status.’

Mumford 1983, 44 JD ‘The EFFICIENCY ‘fit’. Seeks an equitable effort-reward bargain, and controls, including supervisory
ones, which are acceptable. Seeks efficient support services such as information, technical aids,
supervisory help.’

Mumford 1983, 44 JD ‘The ETHICAL (social value) ‘fit’: Seeks to work for an employer whose values do not contravene
personal values.’

(Shneiderman and Plaisant
2005, 74)

Human-computer
interaction (HCI)

‘Cater to universal usability. Recognise the needs of diverse users and design for plasticity,
facilitating transformation of content.’

(Shneiderman and Plaisant
2005, 66)

HCI ‘Determine users’ skill levels.’
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. Individual differences (e.g. skill levels) must be con-
sidered by the tasks offered to the participants.

In total, the 173 items were coded into 13 different
categories from Heuristic A to Heuristic M. Table 5
lists the preliminary 13 heuristics. It also includes the
number of literature items coded and number of
coded items used in other heuristics. This means, for
example, in the case of the first line in Table 5, that 13
literature items are assigned to heuristic A and two of
these 13 are also assigned to B, one to C, one to D,
and one to F.

Overall, from the total of 173 available literature
items, 171 were coded into at least one category (pre-
liminary heuristic). The remaining two were meta-prin-
ciples that did not fit into the proposed categories. Nine
of these were coded to three different heuristics, 42 to
two heuristics, and 120 items were coded to exactly
one heuristic. The number of literature items coded
into a heuristic varied from six to 37 (Table 5).

4.2. Results of phase 4: correlation

Phase 4 had the goal to analyse the quality of the 13
heuristics. Overall, the experts made 2144 assignments
including 833 assignments of one or more secondary
heuristics, making the average per problem 9.61 and
the average per expert per problem 1.60.

To check the reliability of the measurements (i.e.
assigning the heuristics to problems), we applied the
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (Koo and Li 2016).

ICC estimates and their 95% confidence intervals were
calculated using SPSS statistical package Version 26
(SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) based on a mean-rating (k =
6), absolute-agreement, 2-way random model (see
Table 6). The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient is ICC
(2, 6) = .863 (group of six raters), which indicates very
good reliability of the measurements. Measurements
here refer to the coded 223 problems assigned to 13
heuristics.

The relative high ICC reflects a high degree of rater
and measurement agreement but also relates to a strong
variability among the sampled subjects (cases), great
number of subjects (problems), and great number of
raters. Table 7 presents the ICC for every heuristic.

The individual ICC-analysis indicates that 10 of 13
heuristics tend towards a moderate agreement (0.5 -
0.75). There are three heuristics (A, G, L) that have a
good agreement. The heuristic assignment was agreed
upon by at least three experts for 158 (70.9%) problems,
and four or more experts choose the same heuristic for
36.8% of the problems. For the second step of data
analysis, we identified three types of criteria indicating
that the set of heuristics or their descriptions were poss-
ibly incomplete or inappropriate.

(a) The experts asked for a new or modified heuristic
by selecting the option ‘new heuristic,’ by writing
a comment that asks for modifying the heuristics,
or by writing a comment that asks for a new
heuristic.

(b) The experts did not assign any heuristic.
(c) The experts clearly felt unsure with respect to the

assignment they made.

Table 8 provides an overview of the three types of cri-
teria (a-c), where criteria (a) has several indicators for
incompleteness of the heuristics set. For indicator 1 of
criteria (a), we found that for 22 problems, exactly one

Table 5. The initial set of 13 socio-technical heuristics.
Heuristic Name (description) # of literature items coded # of coded items used in other heuristic(s)

A Balance of effort and experienced benefits, values, and goals 13 B(2), C(1), D(1), F(1)
B Suitable design of tasks and workflows 37 A(2), C(3), D(2), E(3), G(2), H(2), I(3), L(1),
C Congruence of components and compatibility with reality 17 A(1), B(3), D(1), E(2), F(2), G(1), H(1), I(1), M(1)
D Adequate, seamlessly integrated technical support 10 A(1), B(2), C(1), E(1), I(1), J(2), L(1), M(1)
E Support of autonomy and flexibility 35 B(3), C(2), D(1), F(2), I(3), J(3), K(1), L(1), M(1)
F Support of adaptation, change, and evolutionary growth 15 A(1), C(2), E(2), G(1), H(2),
G Dealing with social dynamics 6 B(2), C(1), F(1), G(1)
H Support of learning and development of competencies 15 B(2), C(1), F(2), L(2), M(2)
I Support of human communication, cooperation, and coordination 23 B(3), C(1), D(1), E(3), G(2), J(4), L(2), M(1)
J Support of proper information exchange/access 17 D(2), E(3), I(4), K(1), L(1), M(2)
K Appropriate access to resources 6 E(1), J(1), M(1)
L Visibility, awareness, and feedback 22 B(1), D(1), E(1), H(2), I(2), J(1), M(1)
M Error prevention and support of error handling 15 C(1), D(1), E(1), H(2), I(1), J(2), K(1), L(1)

Note. Literature items with multiple meanings were coded into more than one heuristic.

Table 6. ICC results with six raters for Phase 4.
95% Confidence

Interval F test with true value 0

ICC
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound Value df1 df2 Sig

Avg.
Measures

.863 .832 .889 7.425 222 1110 .000
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expert thought that a new heuristic was needed. Overall,
for 26 problems (11.6%), a new heuristic was required.
However, for only one problem (0.45%), three or
more experts suggested creating a new heuristic The
experts could also express, by use of comments, that
they were not confident with the offered heuristics.
They asked for modifications in 57 cases (indicator 4)
and asked for a new heuristic in nine cases. However,
there was no single problem where three or more
experts asked for new heuristics or for a modification.
For 63% of all problems, at least one expert felt uncer-
tain when assigning a heuristic (indicator 5). However,
only in 5.38% of the cases, three or more experts
expressed this uncertainty for the same problem.

To support the final specification of the heuristics, we
ranked the 13 heuristics based on how often they were
assigned. In order to calculate the frequency, we focused
on the subset of problems for which the experts were in
relative high agreement (method Section 3.4, Step 1).
There were 106 problems assigned to heuristics by six
experts (total of 636 possible points) that we selected by
applying the following thresholds: the experts’ under-
standing of the problem (> = 4), confidence of assignment
(> = 4), and the consistency ranking (> = 2,219, median).
The ranking results in Figure 4 show a clear difference
between the frequency of assignments in which visibility
scored 150 points while error prevention only nine points.

4.3. Results of phase 5: specification

From Figure 4, we identified those nine heuristics that
were below the percentage of average assignment

(7.62). They are indicated by bold characters in Table
9, which displays the correlation analysis.

Applying the classification of Dancey and Reidy (2011)
from 0.1–0.3 as weak, 0.4–0.6 as moderate, and 0.7–0.9 as
strong, most of the correlations between the remaining
nine heuristics were below weak and/or not significant.
The significant but only weak or moderate correlations
between Error prevention, Access to resources, and Techni-
cal support suggest that they can bemerged into one single
heuristic labelled Technical Support (Figure 5). This
decision also appears reasonable from a qualitative point
of view since most guidelines require that technology
should be designed to be robust against errors, and tech-
nology also helps to prevent errors or to overcome their
effects. Furthermore, in most cases of the problem
descriptions, resources were associated with technological
means. However, error prevention has more than only a
technical dimension. We know from our projects and
from literature (Edmondson 2004) that the way tasks
are designed is also related to the avoidance of errors to
support efficiency. Thus, efficiency and the avoidance of
unnecessary steps, as they are related to error handling,
are mentioned in Heuristic 7 (See Table 10).

We found another significant weak correlation
between autonomy and evolution (0.35***). We grouped
both together, thus creating a new heuristic labelled
Flexibility (Table 10). This decision also complies with
the semantical aspects of both heuristics since auton-
omy for carrying out adaptations by the involved people
and their flexibility are prerequisites for continuous
change and evolution. And, vice versa, offering options
for evolution includes the support of flexibility.

Table 7. ICC results for every heuristic.
Heuristic A B C D E F G H i j k L M

ICC (2, 6) with second-dary .790 .586 .610 .697 .652 .695 .830 .660 .672 .670 .611 .795 .515

Table 8. Indicators for incompleteness of the heuristic set.

Indicator
#

Criteria (a), (b), and (c) Number of problems indicated by… All affected problems

3 or more experts
(aggregated)The majority of the experts…

1
expert

2
experts

3
experts

4 or
more Absolute

Proportional
(n=223)

(a)… required a new or modified
heuristic.

1 Request for a new primary heuristic 22 3 1 0 26 11.66% 0.45%
2 Request for a new aspect describing a

heuristic
65 9 1 0 75 33.63% 0.45%

3 Request for a new secondary heuristic 6 0 0 0 6 2.69% 0,00%
Sum of 1–3 93 12 2 0 107 48% 0.9%

4 Comment asking for modification of a
heuristic

52 5 0 0 57 25.56% 0.00%

5 Comment asking for a new heuristic 9 1 0 0 10 4.48% 0.00%
6 (b)… did not assign a primary heuristic. 8 0 0 0 8 3.59% 0.00%
7 (c)… felt uncertain <4* (between 1 and

7) while matching.
88 41 10 2 141 63.23% 5.38%

Note. One expert is excluded as a statistical outlier (means of 2.70 vs. means of 4.85 of the 5).
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In addition, social dynamics is related to evolution
since the dynamics are driven by social interaction,
and the patterns of social interaction, such as the nego-
tiation of role taking, are subject to ongoing change.
However, this correlation is only weak (0.14*), and
while still significant, only on a 95% level. Social
dynamics is also weakly correlated with communication
(0.15*). Therefore, we add social dynamics to communi-
cation because of their semantic and conceptual simi-
larity; the change of social relations mainly takes place
by acts of communication according to Luhmann and
Knodt (1996). Typical examples are the negotiation of
duties and rights of roles (Table 10, Heuristic 3).

The remaining two heuristics—learning support and
compatibility—are not significantly correlated to the
other considered heuristics but have a clear conceptual
overlap. The items integrated into compatibility require
that tasks, technology, organisational procedures for sup-
port, competencies, and skill of people as well as custo-
mers’ requirements fit together. This requires, as one

aspect amongst others, that people are promoted and sup-
ported for the continuous development of their compe-
tencies and skills to manage newly developing challenges.

Figure 5 demonstrates how the 13 heuristics have
been merged into a set of eight. The upper layer
shows the most frequently assigned heuristics (L, A, B,
J). The size of the circles indicates the frequency of
assignments, as shown in Figure 4. The lower layers
show heuristics that were assigned less than average
(H, G, M, K). The oval lines represent the new heuristics
(labelled in bold). Autonomy and evolution (E, F) are put
together; support of learning is merged into compatibil-
ity (H to C); social dynamics is absorbed into communi-
cation (G to I); and error prevention and access to
resources are moved into technical support (M and K
to D). This is also indicated by the bold arrows while
the thinner ones indicate the distribution of side aspects.
Table 10 documents the final set of eight heuristics and
answers RQ1: What does a manageable set of heuristics
for the evaluation of socio-technical processes look like?

Table 9. Correlation analysis.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M

A Balance
B Task design 0,13
C Compatibility 0,12 0.14*
D Technical Support 0,03 0,11 0,08
E Autonomy 0,08 0.35*** 0,11 0,02
F Evolution 0,06 0.18** 0,05 0,06 0.39***
G Social dynamics 0,03 0,12 0,02 −0,06 −0,01 0.14*
H Learning 0,03 −0,02 0,12 −0,03 0,02 0,07 0,02
I Communication −0,04 0.25*** 0 0,07 −0,01 0 0.15* 0,03
J Information exchange −0,06 0,02 0,06 0,1 −0,03 −0,03 −0,08 0,13 0.24***
K Resources −0,08 0,04 −0,02 0.27*** 0,06 0,01 −0,03 0,1 −0,04 0.27***
L Visibility 0,02 0,07 −0,08 −0,06 −0,01 −0,01 −0,01 0,03 0,08 0.34*** 0,1
M Error prevention −0,06 −0,06 0,1 0.53*** −0,04 −0,04 0,01 0,03 0,12 0,07 0.21** 0,02

Notes. *** =p<.001; **=p< .01; *=p<.05; the 2nd column lists the abbreviations of the initial heuristics which are described in detail in Table 5.

Figure 5. Reorganisation of the 13 heuristics into eight heuristics.
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4.4. Findings of phase 6: validation

In this phase, we aimed to assess the feasibility of the
newly designed set of eight heuristics using 83 problems
with the goal to understand whether the set is sufficient
and whether further merging is reasonable or not.

The following analysis is based on 82 problems since
the data collection did not work in one case (originally,
there were 83 problems in the database). Table 11 shows
the results of the intercoder-reliability using the Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient that is ICC(2, 6) = .799 (group of
six raters). Those problems were selected into the analysis
with the experts’ highest agreement per problem (‘the
heuristic fit to the problem,’ scale 1–7, 7=strongly agree).
It points towards a good to very good agreement (Koo
and Li 2016). In 91.6% of the problems, at least three of
six experts assigned the same heuristics, and in 79.5%, at
least four experts assigned the same heuristic.

Table 12 presents the ICC for every heuristic. It
shows that seven of the eight heuristics, received a
higher interrater agreement than the previous 13 heur-
istics and that the exception, Heuristic 7 received a
moderate agreement. This data indicates a good to
very good agreement and an improvement from the
13 heuristics to the eight heuristics.

If an expert did not assign any heuristic to a certain
problem with a score higher than four, we took this as
an indicator that he or she thought that there was no
feasible heuristic to characterise the problem. For 72
cases (88%), all six experts have assigned at least one
heuristic with an agreement level higher than four
(scale from 1 to 7, 1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly
agree). For the remaining 10 cases (12%), only one
expert had not selected a single heuristic with an agree-
ment-level higher than four.

Regarding an agreement-level of more than five, six
experts also assigned heuristics for 47 cases (57%). For
35 cases (43%), there was one expert who did not assign
any heuristic with an agreement level higher than five,
and for seven cases (9%), two experts did not assign any
heuristic with an agreement level higher than five.

With respect to the question of whether a further
merging of the heuristics to build a smaller set is reason-
able, a correlation analysis did not reveal any clear hint
to do so, as shown in Table 13. Only four correlations
are positive. Three of these positive correlations are
only weak in accordance with the classification of Dan-
cey and Reidy (2011).

To calculate a ranking of the relevance of heuris-
tics, we used the method of counting the

Table 10. The final set of eight heuristics for socio-technical evaluation (ST-heuristics).
# ST-Heuristics with short description

1 Visibility about task handling and feedback about its success
Focused information is continuously offered about the progress of technical processes and, as far as permitted, about collaborative workflows. This helps
to understand what further steps are possible or not and why as well as how well the expectations of others are met.

2 Flexibility for variable task handling leading to a participatory evolution of the system
One can vary options of task handling and can flexibly decide about technology usage, time management, sharing of tasks, etc. Consequently, one can
develop a wide range of competencies that support participation in the ongoing evolution of the whole system.

3 Communication support for task handling and social interaction
By means of technical and spatial support for communication, a person can be reached to an influenceable extent for purposes of task handling and
coordination This support is intertwined with negotiating duties and rights of roles, including values, so that reciprocal reliability can be developed.

4 Purpose-orientated information exchange for facilitating mental work
To support task handling, information is purposefully exchanged via technical means, updated, kept available, and minimised. This implies technical
linking of information and the emergence of personal profiles that must be visible and exchanged in compliance with privacy regulations.

5 Balance of effort and experienced benefit by organisational structuring of tasks
Organizational structuring of tasks supports a proportional balance between individuals’ effort and experienced benefit. Tasks are assigned to people,
pooled, and technically supported in a way that makes sense and is fun for people. Tasks comply with individuals’ technical, social, and physical
competencies while also supporting health. Thus, a sustaining balance of efforts and personal benefits is pursued.

6 Compatibility between requirements, development of competencies, and the system’s features
Technical and organisational features of the system are continuously adjusted to work with each other. Within clarified limits, they meet outside
requirements in a way that is based on the development of competencies and proactive help for dealing with changing challenges.

7 Efficiency-oriented allocation of tasks for pursuing holistic goals
By appropriate sequencing, integration, and distribution of tasks between humans and technology, seamless collaboration is supported. Unnecessary
steps or wasting resources is avoided. If needed, an increase of efficiency can be realised.

8 Supportive technology and resources for productive and flawless work
Technology and further resources support work and collaboration and consider the intertwining of criteria, such as technology acceptance, usability and
accessibility for different users, avoiding consequences of mistakes and of misuse, security, and constant updating.

Note. A more explicit description with examples is available for each heuristic (https://hi4.iaw.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/#!/manual).

Table 11. ICC results with six raters for Phase 6.
95% Confidence Interval F test with true value 0

ICC Lower Bound Upper Bound Value df1 df2 Sig

Avg. Measures .799 .723 .860 4.975 80 400 .000
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assignments as described in Section 3.3. Figure 6
shows the ranking. The analysis is based on the
50% of heuristic assignments with the highest con-
sensus between the experts. In other words, value
for the consistency ranking was not smaller than
the median of 3.22.

5. Discussion

RQ1 asks about a manageable set of heuristics to evalu-
ate the intertwinement between social practices and
technical artifacts. Our study shows that the final set
of eight heuristics sufficiently cover the scope of the rel-
evant problems. Out of a set of 173 items, we first cre-
ated and evaluated a set of 13 heuristics, which was
eventually condensed to a set of eight. The scope of
the eight heuristics can be considered sufficiently com-
plete. While the number of indicators requiring a new
heuristic was modest for the set of 13 heuristics (Table
8), the number of these indicators became marginal
for the set of eight, where at least five of six experts
found a heuristic for each problem (Section 4.4). For
the 13 heuristics, in 48% of the problems (Table 8, Sec-
tion 4.2), a new heuristic or a new aspect of its descrip-
tion was requested by at least one of the six experts, but
there was no case where such a request was explicitly
made by a majority (four or more) of the experts. For
the condensed eight heuristics (Section 4.4), there
were only nine problems (11%) where a single expert
made such a request, but for all problems, at least five
experts assigned a heuristic. We take this as evidence
that the final heuristics sufficiently cover the scope of
relevant problems.

Based on the design rationale for the condensed set of
heuristics (Section 4.3), there are distinct topics that are
addressed by various heuristics. These are mainly priv-
acy, suitability for learning, and error prevention. The

reason for integrating these aspects into other heuristics
is that their relevance and understanding depends on
the context of a heuristic’s topic. Privacy, for example,
is important in the context of visibility, communication

support, and information exchange.
With respect to conciseness and understandability

(RQ2), one indicator is the certainty-level that was indi-
cated by the experts for every assignment, or the level of
agreement between experts. In Phase 4 (Table 9), for
63% of all 223 problems, at least one expert’s certainty
about his/her assignment was below a rating of four
on a scale of one to seven (Section 4.2). This improved
to only 12% of all 82 problems for the newly designed
eight heuristics (Section 4.4). Furthermore, the com-
parison between the set of 13 and eight heuristics reveals
that the percentage of problems increased where at least
four experts selected the same heuristic from 64.6% in
Phase 4–84.5% in Phase 6. Our interpretation of this
finding is that the heuristics achieved a sufficient level
of understandability. A further indication is the
improvement of the interrater agreement where seven
of the eight final heuristics have a good agreement
(Table 11) while this was the case for only three out of
13 in Phase 4 (Table 6).

The conciseness of the heuristics is evident by how
well the heuristics can be distinguished from each
other. The distinctiveness can be analysed with respect
to the development from Phase 3 to Phase 6. In Phase
3, the majority of items, 120 out of 173 (69%), was
assigned to only one heuristic, 42 to two heuristics,
and nine to three different heuristics. In Phase 5, the
correlation analysis reveals 13 positive, significant but
weak correlations (16.66% of 78 possible correlations)
while only two weak correlations (0.07% of 28 possible)
were found for the eight heuristics (visibility and infor-
mation exchange; balance of effort and efficiency).

We take this development as an indication that the
semantic overlaps between the heuristics were reduced
more and more over the course of the six phases and
that the last eight heuristics are sufficiently and clearly
separate from each other.

Table 12. ICC results for every heuristic in the new set of eight.
Heuristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ICC (2, 6) with
secondary

.791 .842 .869 .797 .789 .846 .571 .805

Table 13. Correlation analysis between different heuristics (∗∗∗ p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05).
STH1 STH2 STH3 STH4 STH5 STH6 STH7 STH8

STH1 Visibility
STH2 Flexibility −0.32**
STH3 Communication 0.01 −0.14
STH4 Information exchange 0.28* −0.33** −0.04
STH5 Balance −0.17 −0.02 −0.24* −0.13
STH6 Compatibility −0.22 −0.01 −0.09 −0.33** −0.19
STH7 Efficiency −0.22 0.28* −0.15 −0.17 0.24* −0.23
STH8 Technical Support −0.29* −0.02 −0.22 −0.03 −0.09 −0.02 −0.07
Note. These socio-technical heuristics (STH) were selected into the analysis with the experts’ highest agreement per problem (‘the heuristic fit to the problem,’
scale 1–7, 7=strongly agree).
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5.1. Advancing existing approaches of socio-
technical evaluation

RQ3 asks whether the new heuristics go beyond existing
heuristics. Literature regarding socio-technical evalu-
ation indicates the main difference between our new
socio-technical heuristics approach and existing ones.
The existing approaches developed sets of evaluation
heuristics or criteria for certain domains. They go into
depth for their sector. For example, Carayannis et al.
(2018) developed a tourist destination evaluation
index, Lowe, Chiu, and Oreszczyn (2018) focused on
construction and buildings, Nolte et al. (2018) on volun-
teer groups, and Moallemi et al. (2017) and Schnuelle
et al. (2019) discuss evaluation criteria for the energy
and electricity sector. Other examples contain the
socio-technical evaluation of a social credit application
(Ferreira et al. 2019), cryptocurrency (Desmond,
Lacey, and Salmon 2019), and cyber-physical pro-
duction systems (Noehring et al. 2019). These evalu-
ation approaches focus on specific socio-technical
systems in a certain domain, but they cannot be applied
beyond their domain. That is the main difference in our
study. Our new ST-heuristics do not focus on a certain
domain or sector, but rather provide a general approach
for all socio-technical intertwinements, where social
practices, technology and human–computer interaction
are intertwined. Our study suggests that the here devel-
oped ST-heuristics can be seen as an advancement of
Nielsen’s approach (Nielsen 1994b) in that they support
the evaluation of a variety of different systems.

The here developed ST-heuristics offer an extension
of the various sets of principles that are present in the
investigated domains. This can be demonstrated by

the additions to the heuristics of human–computer
interaction, e.g. the aspect of visibility (Nielsen 1994a).
While conventional usability heuristics focus on the
visibility of the status of the technology, our heuristic
of visibility (Heuristic 1) also includes the visibility of
the progress of the people on whom one depends
when collaborating and goes beyond technological
visibility.

Our new set of ST-heuristics also expand the domain
of CSCW. For example, our new heuristic communi-
cation (Heuristic 3) is expanded from the CSCW dis-
course on awareness support (Dourish and Bellotti
1992), which requires that the status and further possi-
bilities of a technically supported collaboration is made
visible. However, the way we frame the heuristics of visi-
bility and communication (Heuristics 1 and 3) expands
to the concept of awareness in that our understanding
also includes the reasons behind certain situations or
activities as well as the degree to which the expectations
of others are met. The latter aspect is related to insights
of job redesign and job satisfaction since giving feed-
back to workers is a central measure of increasing
motivation. At the same time, the heuristic demands
the limitation of the visibility of the activities of others
with respect to privacy.

Furthermore, our heuristic of communication sup-
port (Heuristic 3) also adds new aspects to the listed
CSCW principles (Baker, Greenberg, and Gutwin
2001; Greenberg et al. 2000) since the relevance of social
dynamics is emphasised. For instance, social dynamics
refer to the negotiation of roles and their rights and
duties as well as to the dynamics of role taking (Jahnke,
Ritterskamp, and Herrmann 2005). Furthermore, the

Figure 6. Ranking heuristics based on heuristic assignments for 42 problems by six experts. Note. Each assignment of a heuristic to a
problem was counted as one point. If a problem was assigned to several heuristics with an agreement level higher than 4, each of
those cases counted one point divided by the number of assignments. (m=12.2, SD=4.1).
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integration of informal roles and the transition from
informal to formal roles complements conventional cri-
teria for workplace redesign in the domain of job design
and work.

Technical Support (Heuristic 8) is closely related to
usability since this heuristic refers to the technological
characteristics of a socio-technical system. However,
the inclusion of IT-Security, avoidance of misuse, and
constant updating of tools or technologies in our new
heuristic provide additional aspects compared to the
principles that already existed. Additionally, technology
is considered in the context of further resources such as
the material to be processed. The fact that the heuristic
of technical support appears in our study with less rel-
evance reflects the focus on the broader socio-technical
scope and the fact that several technical aspects are inte-
grated in other heuristics.

If we compare our results with other literature that
provides a more holistic view on socio-technical sys-
tems, we find additional interesting differences. For
example, most aspects that Andriessen (2003) addresses
are included in our heuristics. However, his heuristics
refer to the technology and consider requirements for
its compliance with the organisational and human
environment. By contrast, we refer to the socio-techni-
cal system as a whole where social practices are also a
subject of the evaluation, as the list of the eight ST-heur-
istics show (Table 10).

In addition, Andriessen (2003) does not cover the
aspect of visibility (Heuristic 1), which we found to be
one of the most prominent heuristics. This might result
from a theoretical blind spot compared to our bottom-
up approach in which most heuristic aspects were
derived from existing principles that refer to practical
problems. Furthermore, Andriessen mentions the
aspect of adaptability of systems but not the necessity
of support for ongoing evolution as we do with the
second heuristic (Heuristic 2, flexibility) by indicating
flexibility as a prerequisite and promotor of ongoing
evolution. Similar to Andriessen, the method MEES-
TAR emphasises self-determination and participation
as relevant principles, but not the support of ongoing
evolution.

MEESTAR is compatible with our approach since it
refers to socio-technical arrangements as a whole. It
emerged in the context of technical support for care
for needy persons but is also transferred to other areas
such as collaborative robots (Nelles et al. 2017). The
context of care includes specific heuristics such as avoid-
ing a negative influence of technology on people’s self-
conception. This aspect of MEESTAR is only indirectly
referenced by our approach with the Heuristic 5 (bal-
ance between effort and experienced benefit), which

addresses the interests and values pursued by the
involved people. The benefit orientation of Heuristic 5
promotes additional effort as long as it contributes to
people’s and groups’ interests and values from the view-
point of their self-conception.

Shin emphasised that fairness, transparency, and
accountability are the most relevant issues (Shin 2020;
Shin and Ibahrine 2020). While transparency can be
immediately aligned with visibility, the other issues
are indirectly relatable with Heuristic 4 (information
exchange) and Heuristic 5 (balance). Furthermore, the
whole set of the new heuristics is relevant as a prerequi-
site to realise fairness and accountability. A recent syn-
thesis of socio-technical principles (Imanghaliyeva et al.
2020) is rather oriented on recommendations for
designers and less on purposes of evaluation. Imangha-
liyeva et al. pursue a holistic approach and include
aspects, such as designing design and flux, that point
to a need for ongoing evolution of socio-technical sys-
tems. However, the synthesis does not include an orien-
tation toward values and benefits as our Heuristics 5, 6,
7 do. It is also noticeable that Imanghaliyeva et al.
approach does not include visibility (our Heuristic 1).

5.2. Implications

The eight ST-heuristics can be used for further research
and practice in the field of user experience and socio-
technical systems development.

Our analysis indicated that evaluators who use our
heuristics to evaluate socio-technical intertwinements
do not need to be experts with respect to every aspect.
It is sufficient for them to be experts or practitioners
who are familiar with certain aspects of the system, as
it is the case with managers, UX-designers, software
engineers, operative forces, or members of the work
council.

Nielsen (1994a) found that more than one evaluator
is necessary to identify the majority of serious problems
of an interactive system. We assume that this is particu-
larly true for the evaluation of socio-technical intertwi-
nements. Different experts will have different foci on
each heuristic that depend on their experience and pro-
fessional background. To avoid blind spots and avoid
the need of intensive training to become familiar with
all the details of the ST-heuristics, it is reasonable to
involve several evaluators so that their perspectives
combine to create a holistic view of the system under
evaluation. What supports the detection of relevant pro-
blems of the quality of a socio-technical intertwinement
is the fact that the same problem can be detected from
different points of view and by applying more than
only one heuristic. In the end, it is not significant
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which heuristic leads to the discovery of the problem.
However, it is crucial that the number of different per-
spectives (of experts and of heuristics) adds to the prob-
ability that the problem is identified.

Similar to existing usability or user experience (UX)
labs, our ST-heuristics are a method for investigating
and developing broader socio-technical ecologies. Fur-
thermore, the heuristics can be employed to identify
information gaps about the STS. That means that by
applying the heuristics, evaluators find certain issues
where they recognise that they have to ask for further
information before they can completely understand
whether the system is in compliance with a certain heur-
istic. Overall, the ST-heuristics can additionally serve as
guidance, like the items of a questionnaire, to help ask-
ing relevant information, as one tries to understand how
an STS works (Herrmann et al. 2004).

For researchers, our study reveals new research ques-
tions that are relevant and can be investigated in the
future.

. Theory: How do the multiple aspects included in the
heuristics and their relationship contribute to theor-
etical considerations? They can refer to the discus-
sion about the symmetry versus asymmetry of the
social and technical dimension or to the overlap
between material agency and social agency.

. Method: Which procedure of a heuristic-based
inspection or walk-through proves to be most prom-
ising for applying the proposed heuristics? For
instance, should the whole system be walked through
eight times, each time with one heuristic as a focus?

. Generalizability: Do different areas of socio-techni-
cal systems (e.g. health care with manufacturing)
need an extension by adding different descriptions
of details to the heuristics?

5.3. Limitations

The aim of our study was to develop and evaluate a set
of heuristics to identify problems within socio-technical
systems. We followed the methodology proposed by
Quiñones, Rusu, and Rusu (2018) as a basis for the
development of our heuristics. Limitations include a
focus on six selected domains as a basis to extract prin-
ciples that formed the basis for our study. There may,
however, be other relevant areas we did not consider.
To address this limitation, we considered a vast volume
of literature from a variety of different domains (Table
3) ranging from process design to privacy. Then, we
evaluated the developed heuristics based on a
problem database relying on the assumption that the

selection of cases sufficiently represents the scope of
possible socio-technical systems. To mitigate this limit-
ation, we intentionally selected problems from different
domains.

Furthermore, the problems included in the database
were extracted by different individuals based on selected
material, workflow diagrams we have developed by our-
selves, or interviews that we have conducted. Some pro-
blems were directly spelled out by interviewees or by
documented comments. Other problems were indirectly
derived by analysing certain features that were intro-
duced to react to a problem. To mitigate potential
biases, we asked multiple individuals to contribute to
the database. Finally, the analysis was conducted by
manually assigning heuristics to problems which
might induce interpreter bias. To mitigate this limit-
ation, we asked seven experts from different disciplines
to independently conduct the assignment before calcu-
lating their agreement scores and solving potential
issues collaboratively. Moreover, we provided the possi-
bility to suggest adding additional heuristics during all
steps of the process to ensure that the proposed heuris-
tics are complete.

6. Conclusion

Literature analysis reveals that there is a lack of heuris-
tics to evaluate socio-technical intertwinements. The
goal of this study was to design an advanced set of
ST-heuristics, as shown in Table 10, that are useful for
evaluating and detecting problems in socio-technical
systems. These eight heuristics are, in short,

. visibility about task handling and feedback about its
success;

. flexibility for variable task handling leading to a par-
ticipatory evolution of the system;

. communication support for task handling and social
interaction;

. Purpose-oriented information exchange for facili-
tating mental work;

. balance of effort and experienced benefit by organis-
ational structuring of tasks;

. compatibility between requirements, development
of human competencies, and the system’s features;

. efficiency-oriented allocation of tasks for pursuing
holistic goals; and

. supportive technology and resources for productive
and flawless work.

Results show a manageable set of eight ST-heuristics
that are sufficiently specified toward scope, conciseness,
and understandability. The advanced ST-heuristics
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extend existing heuristics as they can be found in
domains, such as HCI, CSCW, process (re)design,
socio-technical design, job design, and privacy. In par-
ticular, our ST-heuristics do not focus on technical sys-
tems only (e.g. assembly robot or technology interfaces)
but on the intertwinement of social and technical
dimensions (e.g. the setting up of a robot by people in
a factory). Overall, it is not our aim to replace other
methods, such as usability inspection with the ST-heur-
istics, but rather to complement them. An obvious
example is the aspect of visibility that is included within
usability inspection methods but neglected in other hol-
istic approaches for socio-technical evaluation
(Andriessen 2003; Imanghaliyeva et al. 2020; Wutz-
kowsky and Böckmann 2018).

The ST-heuristics provide a foundation to identify
starting points for discussing improvement potentials.
If certain problems are detected, it helps to initiate a
discourse with the involved decision makers. We
suggest that an STS cannot be designed and
implemented in a first draft in such a way that it com-
pletely complies with the heuristics. Rather, several
cycles of evaluation and improvement are necessary.
The advantages of heuristics lie in their potential to
not only be applied by experts but also by non-experts
in practical settings. They aid evaluators in achieving
goals such as:

. pragmatic and fast evaluation for detecting most
serious problems;

. discovery of problems that would not be recognised
without the heuristics;

. finding problems by systematizing the search with
the heuristics (like using a checklist);

. naming problems and referring to them in discus-
sions; and

. allowing evaluators to understand that they need
more information.

In this sense, heuristics support a systematic and agile
evaluation process or intuitive assessment of the quality
of socio-technical systems by offering various perspec-
tives and avoiding blind spots.

In future work, we will explore the effectiveness of
the ST-heuristics by investigating how users apply
them in practice.

Notes

1. The visibility principle says, ‘The system should always
keep users informed about what is going on, through
appropriate feedback within reasonable time.’ (https://
www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/).

2. We added one individual to the group of experts for this
phase because of her/his background in computer
science and STS design, which increased the group to
six experts rather than the originally planned group of
five.

3. One expert had to be replaced because the original
expert was not available during the time period of this
phase.
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Appendix 1. Example of a socio-technical
intertwinement: a predictive maintenance
system (PM system)

A typical example of socio-technical intertwinement is the application of
predictive maintenance (PM) in smart factories where algorithms provide
warnings that a machine part may fail in the near future (Herrmann 2020).
These warnings allow the staff to plan maintenance and to avoid stress
caused by unforeseeable breakdowns. The plant operators (users) do not
blindly follow the warning notification but do critically evaluate them after
an on-site inspection (Herrmann 2020). In order to do so, the applied
software would support visibility and that the reasons for its output are
explainable.
Furthermore, the decision as to whether a notification has been taken
seriously is also influenced by communication among the members of the
staff, including communication among experienced colleagues, in
specialised workshops, and in team meetings. This also applies to the
question of how the maintenance work is scheduled and carried out. Plant
operators must be prepared to validate PM messages, know whom to talk
to, know how to propose improvements to the PM system, and so forth.
For the evaluation, additional heuristics are needed to help evaluate this
socio-technical predictive maintenance system. For example, heuristics to
evaluate its quality may address questions regarding how to train or
motivate people, how the communication between colleagues is
organised and supported, or if the decision-making authority for
modifying the rules of predictive maintenance is sufficiently clarified.
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